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ABSTRACT
MIT policies set forth by the Department of Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) require
that all laboratories maintain a chemical inventory to properly document the use of
hazardous chemicals. While EHS has provided a chemical inventory management tool
called ChemTracker to help labs to do so, it is estimated that less than 20% of laboratories
utilize the software. As a result, an EHS committee has been formed to re-evaluate
ChemTracker and explore other options for inventory management. RFPs have been sent
to potential vendors to determine if alternatives can better satisfy the goals of EHS and
attain the benefits of effective chemical management. To analyze the problem of low usage
rates of ChemTracker, interviews were conducted with research groups within the
Department of Materials Science & Engineering (DMSE). These revealed that the largest
variables were the number of chemicals used by the lab and the user-friendliness of the
software. The initial time investment to switch from current, simpler methods to
ChemTracker discouraged many smaller labs from pursuing that option. Current users of

ChemTracker also expressed frustration with auto-fill features that weren't comprehensive
and thus hindered the process of entering and updating inventory. Future work should
expand into other departments to observe usage behavior and concerns and compare to
those within DMSE. Any chemical inventory management software should be user-tested
prior to full Institute implementation to ensure adoption by a larger proportion of groups
around campus. While compulsory software would also ensure adoption, a one-size-fits-all
approach is not appropriate for chemical tracking due to the hassle it could create and the
potential impact on productivity of research itself. Thus, further analysis of user concerns
and better marketing of the tools to address those concerns are required for a successful
solution to the problem.

Thesis Supervisor: Thomas Eagar
Title: Professor of Materials Engineering and Engineering Systems
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1 Introduction
Hazardous chemicals are an inevitable part of research and have applications in many
different contexts and laboratories. A chemical is classified as "hazardous" if it "poses a
significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the environment if
released... because of its quantity, concentration, physical characteristics, or chemical
characteristics".1 Any chemical that fits this description needs to be carefully monitored
when in use and properly disposed of after use, whether it be because a chemical is
reactive, corrosive, flammable, toxic, etc. Basic lab safety requires separation of hazardous
materials from safe ones in separate containers for disposal, but at MIT, each lab is also
required to keep a chemical inventory as specified in the Chemical Hygiene Plan. This is an
important aspect of running a successful lab because a well-documented inventory can 2 :
* Identify potential cost savings by preventing additional spending on chemicals
already in stock
e

Minimize confusion among lab users by documenting exactly what is in stock and
where to find it

e

Streamline reporting on regulated chemicals to EH&S

*

Keep tabs on expensive chemicals needed for research

*

Reduce hazardous waste and benefit the environment

e

Assist emergency responders by informing them quickly of the chemicals involved
in any accident

*

Expedite the recovery process of a lab after an emergency

MIT Environment, Health and Safety. Chemical Inventory Guidance.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/default/files/files/Chemical%20lnventorv%2Guidance FINAL.pdf
2 MIT Environment, Health and Safety. Chemical Inventory. 2013 Feb 4.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/content/chemical-inventory
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Although the EHS Office has purchased an online inventory system (ChemTracker) and
encourages labs to use this software for free, there is still inconsistency between labs on
how chemical inventory is done. The variability and inconsistency in keeping track of
materials throughout their lifetime at MIT makes it very difficult for EH&S to do routine
checks of lab inventories because each lab uses a slightly different method. Theoretically,
the EHS Office should (at any given time) be able to pull up a current list of hazardous
chemicals at MIT; yet, because of the decentralized process where some labs use the
software and others don't, it is often very difficult to do so.

While it seems like an easy solution would be to mandate the use of the software, doing so
is not ideal because imposing this upon all the labs would undoubtedly lead to discontent
within the faculty and damage the relationship between EH&S and the departments. To
avoid this option, MIT EH&S and I investigated different methods used within the
department to find an alternative that would resolve the issue without mandating an
overhaul of current lab procedures when it comes to tracking hazardous chemicals.

2 Background
2.1 Inventory Requirements
To understand the tracking of hazardous chemicals, we first need to determine what
information is relevant and important to have on file. According to the MIT Chemical

7

Inventory Guidance, an acceptable inventory report must include the following
information 3 :
" Choice of chemicals:
o All purchased hazardous chemicals
o
e

Engineered nanomaterials (purchased and fabricated)

Required information for each container:
o PI / Supervisor for the lab
o Location of container (Building-Room)
o Full Chemical Name (not acronyms)
o Amount (volume/weight and unit of measure)

e

Highly recommended information for each container:
o

Concentration (for purchased dilutions / mixtures)

o

Physical State (solid, liquid, gas)

o

Number of containers

o

CAS Number

o

Expiration Date (when applicable)

These line items are all included in the ChemTracker software and are also accounted for in
the Excel template provided by EH&S on their website (Fig. 1). The template is compatible
with the software and can be easily uploaded into the system; however, the disadvantage is
that if a lab chooses to utilize an Excel spreadsheet for the most up-to-date information,
other labs and/or EH&S do not have access to it.

MIT Environment, Health and Safety. Chemical Inventory Guidance.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/defaut/fies/fies/Chemica%201nventor%20Guidance FINAL.pdf
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Figure 1: Chemical Inventory Template.
Columns shaded in gray are required.

2.2 Status Quo
ChemTracker was first introduced in 2006 when MIT purchased a license and provided
free and unlimited access to the software. In 2011, MIT required that all institute
laboratories maintain a chemical inventory and strongly encouraged labs to take advantage
of the software MIT had purchased previously. According to data provided by the EH&S
Department, 94 labs around campus are active users of the ChemTracker software;
however, analyzing the data further reveals that a much smaller number regularly update
their entries with the tool. Figure 2 illustrates that only 72% of the labs on that list
updated their entries within the last 6 months, while just over half of the labs updated
within the last month. Just like any other kind of inventory, a chemical inventory needs to
be maintained regularly in order to be effective. While the minimum update is once per

9

year to meet the annual check for regulatory compliance, it is obvious that routine entries
will lead to more organized tracking and generate more of the aforementioned benefits.

9-12 months
18%

6-8 months
4%

3-5 months
11%

<1 month
56%

2 months
11%

Figure 2: Most Recent Updates From Labs Using ChemTracker.

Furthermore, compared to the number of labs at MIT that use chemicals, 94 is a small
number. There are 1,022 faculty members at MIT each of which conducts their own
research in addition to teaching. 4 Not all of these faculty members have labs that utilize
chemicals routinely, but in certain fields like Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Biological
Engineering, Biology, etc. nearly all labs will, while other departments like Philosophy,
Economics, Management might be the exact opposite. This is reflected in the current
distribution of departments who use ChemTracker (Fig 4). To account for this, a
conservative estimate would be that half of MIT research labs (approximately 500) interact
with chemicals and need to track them through EHS. Thus, the overall percentage of
research groups using the recommended tool is less than 20%.
4

MIT Office of the Provost. MIT Faculty and Staff. http://web.mit.edu/ir/pop/faculty staff.html
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Labs Using ChemTracker

Figure 3: Distribution of Labs Using ChemTracker By Department

All of this information supports the claim that better tracking of hazardous materials is
necessary. Despite this, ChemTracker does seem to have improved the inventory and
materials management; one lab stated:

"The system has definitely been helpful. Given how many places we store
chemicals; it makes it easy to track them down. Often times before we used
Chemtracker it was easier to buy something than find it. With full lab
cooperation and the auto-catalog search it really is definitely worth the
commitment" (Nick Piro: Cummins Lab Chemistry). 5

s MIT Environment, Health, and Safety. Inventory White Paper.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/default/files/files/invwhitepaper.pdf
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Thus, while ChemTracker seems well-received by labs who use it, the under-utilization
suggests that alternative methods are still more attractive to certain labs. To understand
this problem, we need to describe further what the ChemTracker software can offer.

2.3 Chem Tracker Tool
As mentioned earlier, ChemTracker is available to all labs at MIT. The software is a
consortium system originally created by Stanford University with more than 42 other
university, college, and not-for-profit members currently using the tool (Appendix A)6 . Key
features of ChemTracker include an easy-to-use, web-based user interface, an extensive
database with over 35,000 classified chemicals to enable Auto-fill features, and a network
of IT support and online resources to facilitate remote training.7 8 Users also value being
able to search other inventories with a variety of filter criteria to determine where surplus
chemicals are that may be shared. This benefits both parties by allowing researchers to do
their job rather than place orders for materials and wait for shipments. It also prevents
labs from potentially costly disposal of unused hazardous chemicals. The advantages to
ChemTracker are further outlined in Figure 4.

ChemTracker. Consortium Members. http://chemtracker.stanford.edu/brochure/wp-

6

content/u ploads/CTbrochure. df
ChemTracker. Brochure. http://chemtracker.stanford.edu/brochure/wp-content/uploads/CTbrochure.pdf
8 MIT Environment, Health, and Safety. Inventory White Paper.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/default/files/fies/invwhitepaper.pdf
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Enhance EH&S Information Control
I-

I

Track materials by location, owner, and container
Search inventory with multiple criteria
View hazard, toxicological, and physical reference data
Run inventory reports from web browsers
Use barcoding to track container inventory and manage
annual reconciliation

Enhance Lab Safety
-

.
-

Reduce possibility of exceeding allowed
quantities for an area with limit-based
reporting
Improve regulatory reporting accuracy
View hazard classifications and definitions
referencing multiple sources of information

Reuc

Co

piac

I-

'

I
Link to online MSDS sources
Easily access safety information for training and
emergency response preparedness
Can help eliminate duplication of chemicals
ordered
Provide for surplus chemical use on-site

Co-ts

Reduce regulatory report production time

Eliminate use of regulatory reporting
consultants
Use surplus inventory efficientlyto reduce
purchasing and disposal costs

Hosted solution requires no hardware

purchases
Enterprise-wide implementation
Requires minimal local ITsupport

*Reduce construction costs through improved design analysis
based on occupancy-type requirements
* Assist in obtaining regulatory approval and permits with
standard reports and validated hazard classifications

Figure 4: Benefits of ChemTracker

9

3 Experimental Methods
To carry out an evaluation of methods for chemical inventory management, I collaborated
with the Department of Environment, Health & Safety (EH&S) to develop a specific
recommendation for the Department of Materials Science & Engineering (DMSE).

9 ChemTracker. Brochure. http://chemtracker.stanford.edu/brochure/wp-content/uploads/CTbrochure.pdf
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3.1 RFPSubmission

This study is timed in accordance with a project being undertaken by the EH&S
Department to evaluate alternative software to replace ChemTracker. They compiled a list
of questions as part of a Request for Proposal (RFP) that was sent to competitors of
ChemTracker. These questions covered an extensive range of topics to produce a
comprehensive understanding of any proposed software and the concerns each one
addressed. Sample questions are listed below in Table 1. The original intent was to
incorporate these responses into the final suggestion of this thesis, but due to time
restrictions and confidentiality, this will not be possible.

14

Table 1: Sample Questions from RFP.
Topic

Sample Questions
Does your solution have the ability to incorporate chemical safety
information? Describe how your solution allows MSDSs to be accessed.

Inventory
Management

Are entries typed in by "free-form" by the user or are they matched up
against a database to prevent spelling errors? Does it allow a chemical
owner to advertise a specific chemical as available to other owners
without allowing them to see the rest of their chemical inventory? Does
it have the ability to create and print barcodes for chemical containers?
Does your solution support the ability to integrate with Touchstone for

Access

single sign-on using a MIT issued Kerberos ID? Does it support user
access control based on different roles (Super-user, Department level
user, Lab level user)?

History/Usage

Does your solution track data on the user and date when a change is

Tracking

made to a chemical entry? Does it archive inventory data?
List all web browsers supported by your software, both cloud hosted
and MIT hosted. List all supported hardware and required software
plugins. Does your solution allow for direct access to data? Does it have

Technical

the ability to retrieve and restore data that was deleted? What is the
average retrieval time for a data query? How many users can actively
use the solution simultaneously without affecting overall performance?
Does your solution provide at least a daily data backup? Is it capable of
exporting/uploading a chemical inventory to an Excel template?
Please describe your software license structure options. Are new

Software

licenses transferable to a new lab member? Do you offer a "light" or

Licensing

occasional user license for infrequent users and/or those whose only
functional authorization is to search and view chemical inventory?

Implementation

Please describe your support model for administrators, lab personnel,
and IT support during implementation and outgoing support. Please

and Support

describe the Go-Live Training Approach.

15

3.2 Interviews with DMSE Faculty
To further evaluate methods used in DMSE, Icontacted faculty members to get a sense for
how they currently keep track of their hazardous chemicals. Data provided by EH&S
revealed that only 2 out of 37 DMSE labs (5.4%) utilize the ChemTracker software so I
discussed with those members in particular what their reasons are for using the software,
what they like and dislike about it, and how they believe it could be improved. Specific
interview questions are below:
e

How long have you used ChemTracker? How often do you update your chemical
inventory?

e

What are your general impressions of the software (e.g. easy/difficult-to-use)?

e

What are the advantages/disadvantages of ChemTracker?

e

Have you used other methods in the past? How does ChemTracker compare?

e

What improvements would you like to see made with ChemTracker?

To get the perspective of those who have alternative methods, I also interviewed
representatives from labs not using ChemTracker. The questions asked were not as
comprehensive as those included in the RFP; instead, they were more general:
e

What method do you use to track your chemical inventory?

e

What are the advantages/disadvantages to this method?

e

How often do you update your chemical inventory?

e

Have you ever used ChemTracker? If yes, why did you stop? If no, what stopped
you?

16

0

What improvements would you like to see in chemical inventory with regards to
hazardous waste management?

4 Results
4.1 EvaluatingChemTracker
One of the main features of ChemTracker is that the software can automatically fill in
several required fields like Owner, Department, Building, etc. to save time when entering
information that is identical for each entry within a given lab. This feature also applies
when entering new chemicals into the system. According to the online instructions guide
for using ChemTracker, the easiest way to enter chemical information is to simply enter the
CAS number and let the software populate the three required fields below that (Substance
Formula, Chemical Name, and Physical State) from its database' 0 . This allows the user to
simply fill in the Amount and the Units for each chemical and move on to the next chemical.

10 MIT User Guide. ChemTracker- Version 3.0 Chemical Inventory Application.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/defaut/files/chemtrackerguide.pdf
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Figure 5: Instructionsfor Entering Chemical Information."

According to one user, however, the databases linked to the software are not
comprehensive. Despite the good intentions of the auto population fields, there are many
issues that arise. First, the drop down lists and search functions don't necessarily include
all possible relevant chemicals. In fact, despite having lines for Manufacturer and Product
Number inputs, entering information exactly off receipts from purchasing orders doesn't
guarantee that the product will be found in the search. This is due to the software not
being updated with each manufacturer's most recent product catalog information. While it
may be understandable for some uncommon chemicals to slip through the cracks due to
the large number that each manufacturer produces, the user reported that this was not just

MIT User Guide. ChemTracker - Version 3.0 Chemical Inventory Application.
https://ehs.mit.edu/site/sites/defaut/files/chemtrackerguide.pdf
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a rare occurrence; common materials like Poly Acrylic Acid were missed by both the CAS
number and the Product Number search tools.

Furthermore, a user stated that if the auto-fill feature was used to populate a certain cell,
the user could no longer change it afterwards. This became an issue for him when logging
the "Physical State" of a chemical, because the databases link each chemical to either gas,
liquid, or solid form. If the state of matter wasn't consistent with ChemTracker's
assumptions, all the previous information would have to be re-entered in order to
customize the "Physical State" cell so that it was accurate.

From the user perspective, these flaws in ChemTracker's execution is particularly
frustrating because the promoted time-saving features can often end up extending the
amount of time required for each entry when the initial approach doesn't work and he or
she is required to troubleshoot the issue. In spite of these challenges, users did agree that
the software made the annual inventory reports easier and muck quicker to compile. All of
the information for that timeframe is stored in the same place which expedites the process
of accounting for the hundreds of chemicals that passed through the lab. Prior to
ChemTracker, the method used for chemical inventory involved a pen, some paper, and an
administrator whose job when the yearly report came around was to type everything up.
Thus, while the routine entry of materials into the system is tedious at times, there are
benefits to having a software approach compared to a non-electronic one.

19

Unfortunately, the problems with ChemTracker aren't just in the user experience. From an
administrative side, some of the problems discovered through the years was that
ChemTracker lacked support for Macs, ease of use, effective performance 24/7, appropriate
customer support, and adequate regulatory and ad hoc reporting.

4.2 Alternative Methods in DMSE
In labs that did not use ChemTracker, the most common theme in alternative methods was
simplicity. In some cases, one person in the lab was assigned the responsibility of
maintaining all the records for EH&S and he or she did so in whichever format they felt
most comfortable in: paper or electronic. Those who kept electronic files used basic Excel
spreadsheets to track only relevant or important chemicals. For example, in one case a
group consistently ordered and consumed bottles of a chemical used for cleaning purposes
and noted that because they ran through the chemical so quickly, it wasn't worth it to put in
significant time trying to track its usage. Other labs had a centralized location for EH&S
records in the form of a binder with other safety information in it that anybody could
update and access. This was advantageous because in case of emergency, information
would be readily available to whoever was in the lab at the time about what chemicals
were on the shelves that might be potential risks.

Reasons for not switching to ChemTracker varied. For smaller labs, users felt it was
unnecessary. Using an Excel spreadsheet or paper to keep track of less than 25 chemicals
(of which only a few were hazardous) was more than sufficient; taking time to install
ChemTracker, learn to use it, and then update it frequently was simply not worth it. Others
20

didn't really know about the features and benefits of ChemTracker, especially in labs where
the students or staff in charge of the EH&S records was relatively new and their
predecessor hadn't used it.

4.3 EvaluatingAlternative Software
The RFP was recently sent to seven different chemical inventory management vendors,
with the intention of narrowing the group to three finalists and eventually one supplier.
The timeline for this process is much longer than originally anticipated, so unfortunately no
specific alternatives will be decided upon and recommended in this paper. The goal of this
process ultimately is to acquire a system that delivers a user experience that integrates
purchasing seamlessly and promotes wide-spread adoption as a result of the inherent time
and cost savings. In addition, from discussions with users, the eventual solution will need
to operate quickly and execute basic functions reliably, as well as have an intuitive
interface. A list of prioritized functional and usability requirements can be found in
Appendix B.

5 Discussion
5.1 Size of Labs
The size of a lab and the number of group members can greatly influence how the lab
chooses to track its chemicals. Smaller labs tend to have fewer chemicals passing through,
so having a simple method with a point person to manage it is very effective. While this
puts extra work on the individual selected to do the EH&S reports, the rest of the group is
able to focus on their research without being distracted. In addition, some labs choose
21

their EH&S individual to be the person who interacts with the most chemicals to mitigate
the amount of extra workload placed on the researcher. In larger labs or labs with many
chemicals, ChemTracker is more frequently used because the time investment to learn how
to use the software is worth the time saved at the end of each year when the annual report
is compiled. Because of this, a one-size-fits-all approach cannot be effective; labs need to be
separated based on size.

5.2 Sharing Resources to Reduce Inefficiencies
One potential benefit of managing chemical inventory well is the possibility to reduce
inefficiencies by sharing resources. If one group on campus has excess chemicals that
aren't needed anymore, rather than disposing of them they could be transferred or given to
another group in need. Appendix C illustrates a desired flow chart of steps in the chemical
tracking process that includes a check to see if a chemical is available at MIT in a different
lab before purchasing from a manufacturer. While efficient resource allocation may be
possible using chemical inventory software, many challenges need to be overcome first.

5.2.1 Logistical Concerns
Sharing resources raises obvious logistical concerns. First, if resource allocation is to be
managed using software, each lab needs to be updating the information in their inventory
consistently and frequently. According to Appendix C,once a chemical arrives, it is to be
entered into the chemical inventory first so that a barcode label may be printed and placed
on the container. When a container is empty, the barcode can be scanned again to delete
the chemical from inventory. This is advantageous because printed labels and barcodes
22

will encourage consistent labeling throughout all of MIT; however, in order for this to
succeed, a significant portion of labs must adopt this barcode system. The barrier to this
will be the initial time investment required to learn how to use the new system to print
barcodes, as well as the time it will take to print labels for all existing chemicals on hand
and scan them into the online inventory.

Second, assuming the online inventory is adopted across campus, access to records and lab
space needs to be carefully negotiated. Ideally, each group's official inventory would
remain private, but they would have the option of making certain items public to other
users to browse. Other groups would be able to see a list of chemicals that the lab is no
longer using and contact the lab to obtain them. This would be particularly useful when
students leave labs and have leftover materials from their previous experiments that no
other group members plan to use. These items could become available to other users who
could use the software to see whether or not any of those chemicals are of use to them.
With regards to lab space, it may be difficult to detail exactly where various chemicals are
stored. In larger labs where chemicals are shared among multiple researchers, several
issues might arise. Bottles may not always be placed back exactly where they were found,
cabinets may not be labeled clearly with reference to their contents, and turnover time of
materials and researchers may make it inefficient to keep records 100% accurate. This
leads to the largest logistical concern of all for labs: manpower.

With a perfect system from EH&S perspective, not only does someone have to enter
information into an inventory and print barcodes and labels, he or she also has to respond
23

to requests from other labs to claim things as well as scout the listings for something useful
to them as well. In a research-focused culture like MIT, assigning time and resources to this
task comes at a cost: one less person that is being productive and doing work that could
further their research. This opportunity cost could prove to be a large deterrent against
resource reallocation.

5.2.2 Purity of Chemicals
Another concern with sharing resources is the purity of chemicals. Some experiments
could be very sensitive to slight changes in purity, and if a lab isn't certain of exactly where
the chemical came from and how it was manufactured and stored before they received it,
they may be hesitant to use it for fear of compromising their data and results. For
conscience's sake, it might be advantageous to simply order brand new materials than risk
it for the purpose of saving such a small amount of money.

5.3 Integration With Procurement&Sourcing
While the focus of this evaluation is to determine the best method of tracking inventory, it
is noted that the synchronization with the Procurement Office can play a key role in the
decision-making process. Previous efforts have gathered initial inventory information
from purchasing orders, but recent changes to streamline the entire purchasing process for
labs has made this difficult. EH&S is not able to get all the necessary information for their
inventory database from purchasing records. While reducing the amount of red tape for
researchers to get the materials they need is a step in the right direction, this conflicts with
the amount of useful information shared with EH&S. Thus, in the RFP process, an emphasis
24

was placed on integration with MIT's Sourcing and Procurement Office to ensure a more
collaborative effort. This is reflected in the steps outlined for ordering a chemical in
Appendix C.

6 Conclusions
From users' reviews about ChemTracker and data collected by EH&S, it is clear that
ChemTracker has not fulfilled the needs of MIT in its time of use over the last seven years.
The proportion of labs that use ChemTracker compared to the total number required to
keep a chemical inventory is less than 20%. While this number is small, interviews
revealed that reasons for not using the software were largely due to lack of information
about the features and lack of incentive to switch from previous, well-established methods.
One non-user stated that "I've learned a lot about ChemTracker just talking to you in the
last 10 minutes... We always do what we can to adhere to protocol when it comes to safety,
but if something is optional then it's optional."

From interviews with users of ChemTracker, we can conclude that the greatest source of
frustration is that the features of the software are well-intentioned but poorly executed.
Lack of compatibility and support for Mac users, which are becoming increasingly
prevalent, have also made the software less attractive.

Thirdly, researchers value simplicity and efficiency to allow more time to focus on research
rather than administrative work. Usability and user-friendliness needs to be emphasized
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to EH&S and any potential vendors to ensure widespread adoption of the software in labs.
Time is money, and if the initial time investment to learn and become familiar with the
software is great, only larger labs with many chemicals to track (and who anticipate using
the software frequently) will justify switching from their current methods.

Finally, beyond the quality of the software itself, the Institute could consider what options
it has in implementation. Making the replacement of ChemTracker mandatory, for example,
would indeed standardize a lot of the lab reports and achieve some of the aforementioned
EH&S goals. Alternatively, a more cohesive campaign advertising the switch to new
software and educating representatives from each lab on how to best utilize the features of
the software to enhance their research rather than detract from it in time would also be a
solution, especially if spread out over multiple years as the software phases in. To change
behavior requires knowing both the motivations of a person as well as what triggers that
motivation. At some point, the discussion about how to get more users on a particular
chemical tracking software needs to delve into behavioral analysis, especially if the
software continues to be optional as it is now. Again, size of labs will play an issue because
the hierarchy and power structure can vary largely with the size of a lab in terms of its
group members.

7 Future Work
Next steps include expansion of this process and project into other departments to gain
insight across campus. As mentioned earlier, a significant number of ChemTracker users
reside in the the Koch Institute, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Biological Engineering,
26

and Biology departments so a much larger sample size could be obtained through
interviews with those researchers. Comparing the sentiments found within the
Department of Materials Science & Engineering with those elsewhere would be useful for
future campus-wide decisions.

Future work to develop a specific solution will also require in-depth investigation of
proposed software upon receipt of the completed RFPs. After the proposals are submitted
and the list of potential vendors is narrowed to just three finalists, MIT should conduct testruns of all proposed software with focus groups of researchers from different departments
and from a variety of labs with respect to size, quantity of chemicals typically used, etc.
This will allow researchers to identify specific features and/or problems that would
enhance or detract from their typical day-to-day usage.
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Appendix A. List of Chem Tracker Consortium Memberslz
Higher Education:
.

Ball State University

.

Boston College

.

Carnegie Mellon University

*

Chapman University

.

City University of New York
o

Baruch College

o

Borough of Manhattan Community College

o

Brooklyn College

o

Bronx Community College

o

City College

o

Graduate Schools (City University School of Law, and Graduate Center of Journalism)

o

Hostos Community College

o

Hunter College

o

John Jay College of Criminal justice

o

Kingsborough Community College

o

LaGuardia Community College

o

Lehman College

o

Medgar Evers College

o

New York City College of Technology

o

Queens College

o

Queensborough Community College

o

College of Staten Island

o

York College

.

Columbia University of New York

.

Desert Research Institute, Nevada (DRI)

.

Eastern Virginia Medical School

-

Goucher College

12

httD://chemtracker.stanford.edu/consortium-members/
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.

Harvard University

.

Ithaca College

.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

.

Michigan Technological University

.

New York University

.

Northwestern University

.

Penn State University

.

Rochester Institute of Technology

.

St. Francis College

.

St. John's University of New York

.

Stanford University

.

Texas Christian University

.

Texas A & M Health Science Center

.

Texas A & M University, Kingsville

.

The State University of New York at Fredonia

.

University of California, Santa Cruz

.

University of Nevada, Reno

.

University of Redlands

.

University of Southern Mississippi

.

Vanderbilt University

.

Weill Cornell Medical College

.

West Texas A&M University

Other ChemTracker Users & Affiliates:
.

Applied Biosystems Group

.

St. Jude Children's Hospital

.

The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, California

.

The Scripps Research Institute, Florida

.

Veterans Administration of Northern California
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Appendix B. Functionaland Usability Requirements13

Functional and Usability Requirements
Vendor Name:
Software Name:

Grand Total: o

4

Mac Comf50terifuwlsu poind4
Supports Access ConroiseatMlple
Location/Area-levels - supersuser,
buildig Pt lab area, floor, room .
Supports multiple data accessievels
Create, View, Edit, Maintain, Search what usercan do
Input chemical data at the lablevel
Chemical Owner
Room Number for chemical location
Chemical Name
Aw##nassumefull ntakra

0

0

4
0
4

4
4
4

0
0
0
0

4

0

4

0

4

0

4
CASumber-When applicabe /so
wouldthave to bean optionalfteld
Suppoft ocal lab-leve adftinstrationof 4

0

lt*of Ileasure

permissions

____

Supports/ Integrates withTOuchstone fo 4
single sgn-on usingKerberos
4
Who & Date stamps for items
added/modified/deleted

0
0

Doughty, Jim. Staff Presentation Update
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